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QUESTION 1

Select the correct description of a synthetic full backup. 

A. A synthetic full backup will generate a new VBK file by getting data from the hypervisor 

B. A synthetic full backup combines a VIB file with one or more VBK files from a repository to generate a new VBK file 

C. A synthetic full backup combines a VBK file with one or more VIB files from a repository to generate a new VBK file 

D. A synthetic full backup will update the existing VBK with data from the hypervisor and generate a new VRB file 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/hyperv/synthetic_full_backup.html?ver=100 

 

QUESTION 2

A Veeam backup administrator, protecting all VMs in a VMware environment with backups and replicas, has been
requested to run a multi-server application in an On-Demand Sandbox. The sandbox needs to stay powered on,
uninterrupted, for 30 days while daily backups and replicas continue to run. How can this be done? 

A. Create an application group and leverage regular replica restore points as the source for the application group 

B. Create a (secondary) replication job for the required VMs that are not scheduled to run; create a SureBackup job and
use these replicas as the source 

C. Create a (secondary) replication job for the required VMs that are not scheduled to run; make an application group
and use these replicas as the source 

D. Create an application group and leverage regular backup restore points as the source for the application group 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When planning to back up files and folders from shared sources, that is the correct method to connect to the file share
from the Veeam backup server? 

A. Add the file share into the store infrastructure 

B. Add the file share into the physical infrastructure 

C. Add the file share into the inventory 

D. Add the file share into the managed servers 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

What is the main purpose of the planned failover feature? 

A. Test the VM in a sandbox without impacting the production environment 

B. Proactively switch from running the regular VM to the replica VM 

C. Initiate a disaster recovery procedure when the main site is down 

D. Test a disaster recovery scenario without any downtime on the VM 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/planned_failover.html?ver=100 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has the following requirements: 

Mission-critical VMs: hourly replication to disaster recovery site, daily backups of these VMs should be available at the
disaster recovery site when required, the mission critical applications need to be available within 20 minutes. 

Business-important VMs: daily backups should be stored at the disaster recovery site. When required, the business-
important applications need to be available within four hours. 

Define the RPO and RTO for the company\\'s disaster recovery site. 

A. Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 60 minutes, RTO = one hour; business-important VMs: RPO = 60 minutes, RTO = four
hours 

B. Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 24 hours, RTO = 20 minutes; business-important VMs: RPO = 24 hours, RTO = four
hours 

C. Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 60 minutes, RTO = 20 minutes; business-important VMs: RPO = 24 hours, RTO = four
hours 

D. Mission-critical VMs: RPO = 24 hours, RTO = four hours; business-important VMs: RPO = 24 hours, RTO = four
hours 

Correct Answer: A 
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